OUTLAW CAMP BULLETIN
November 11, 2012
Our first foray into the A.C.E.S. scoring system went pretty well; we still have a few details to become a
little more familiar with, but I think we are going to like it. We can have the scores of our monthly shoots
almost immediately after the last shot of the day is fired.
Saturday was a beautiful day and we had a great bunch of shooters. Congratulations to Lefty Ed and
Ozark Outlaw for shooting a clean match. It looks like we may need some more red and green pins soon.
Clean stages were shot by Dingus Dan, Ozark Red, Wind Slinger, Outrider, 5; Millican, Arkansas Drifter, 4;
Stump Man, Rattler Joe, Short Tree, Red River Ralph, Mustang Moore, 3; Leadville Lefty, Mustang Toni,2.
Welcome to our newest member Rooster Nate AKA Nate Stringer!
Congratulations to those Arkansas shooters who brought home a buckle from the Southwest Regional.
Our own Mustang Moore will be happy to show you his First Place buckle and Stump Man was the
Gunfighter winner in the Texas Three Step series. Several of us also managed to shoot a clean match.
For all the scores go to the Badlands Bar Three web-site.
True Grit Single Action Shooters are planning to host their annual shoot, “Gunfight at Spring Creek”,
April 26th, 27th, and 28th 2013. This will be a new shoot name and a new shoot date. Mark your calendar.
December 8 will be our next regular monthly shoot and December also has five Saturdays so you can
look forward to another ‘Fun Fifth Saturday’ shoot December 29th. I promise you some very interesting
stages with plenty of shooter and target movement for the fun shoot. You need to brush up on the
“safe for movement with” rules in the SASS RO1 manual.
Red noticed some shooters are pushing the 170 degree rule with their shotguns, particularly when they
are experiencing trouble with their shotguns. If you are loading, unloading or clearing your shotgun just
remember the 170 degree rule applies not only right and left but up and down also.
Arkansas Harper has been working on an “Arkansas Traveler Pin” to be awarded to those shooters who
shoot at every Active SASS club in Arkansas in a 12 month period. There are seven of them at present.
Thanksgiving Day is almost here, let us take some time to truly count our blessings and be thankful for
what we have and the freedoms we enjoy. Continue to keep those Cowboys and Cowgirls who have
health problems or have lost loved ones in your thoughts and prayers.
See you down the trail!
Keep ‘Em Pointed Downrange

OZARK OUTLAW

Upcoming Events of Interest
Nov. 22 Thu. Thanksgiving Day
Nov. 24 Sat.
Shoot ‘True Grit’ shooter mtg. 9:45 shoot 10:00
Nov. 25 Sun. Shoot ‘True Grit’ shooter mtg. 9:45 shoot 10:00
Dec. 1 Sat.
Shoot ‘MVV’ shooter mtg. 9:45 shoot 10:00
Dec. 2 Sun.
Shoot ‘MVV’ shoot 9:00 “call”
Dec. 8 Sat.
Shoot ‘ Outlaw Camp’ shooter mtg. 9:45 shoot 10:00
Dec. 15 Sat.
‘True Grit Christmas Party’ 6:00 Western Sizzlin, Russellville, AR
Dec. 25 Tue. Christmas Day
Dec. 29 Sat.
Shoot ‘Outlaw Camp’ “Fun Fifth Saturday” shooter mtg. 9:45 shoot 10:00
Jan. 5 Sat.
Shoot ‘MVV’
Jan. 6 Sun.
Shoot ‘MVV’ call
Jan. 12 Sat.
Shoot ‘ Outlaw Camp’
Check SASSnet.com for other shoots in Arkansas

